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“

Today we celebrate Path Solutions’ proud past, successful present
and promising future. As we commemorate this day, we pay tribute
to our company’s Founder and first Chairman, the late Yousef Al Sager,
God bless his soul, in recognition of his invaluable contributions
throughout the journey.”
“We are thrilled to share this wonderful milestone with our loyal clients
and strategic partners who have supported us since inception on October
25th, 1992 and who have largely contributed to our success and growth.
We view Path Solutions’ 20th anniversary as a perfect opportunity to
express our deepest gratitude for their continuous loyalty and trust.”
“In a challenging and competitive market, twenty years of operations
represent an outstanding achievement, which can be attributed to the
dedication and commitment of our team as well. All of our people work
tirelessly to ensure our valued clients receive the very highest standards
Mohammed Kateeb
of service at all times. Now, more than ever before there is the need to
Group Chairman & CEO
continuously enhance our product line and improve our services to ensure
Path Solutions
that we remain competitive, and meet our clients’ needs. With the current
aggressive growth in the Islamic finance sector, we look forward to another twenty years
of success, developing exciting solutions using cutting-edge technologies for our clients.

“

BMS
becomes
the
third
Islamic
bank in
Mauritania
to
choose
Path
Solutions

December 10, 2012 - Bank Al
Muamelat Assahiha (“BMS”),
one of Mauritania’s most
recently-established Islamic
banks, has chosen Path Solutions’ Enterprise Islamic
Banking System - iMAL to
support the launch of its Islamic banking operations
across four initial branches.
BMS, which has its headquarters in Nouakchott, has selected Path Solutions’ iMAL
package as its preferred Islamic Core banking solution
following an intensive bidding process among three
shortlisted contenders. The
contract went to Path Solutions because of its established track record in delivering solutions with the highest
international standards along
with guaranteed compliance.
The agreement was signed
during WIBC Bahrain, by Abdallah Ahmed El Mokhtar, GM
of BMS, and Mohammed Kateeb, Group Chairman & CEO
of Path Solutions. As per the
agreement, Path Solutions
will provide iMAL Core banking system which will cover
Retail and Corporate Banking activities including Branch
Automation, Delivery Channels, Islamic Profit Calculation & Pools Management,
Credit & Collateral Management, Islamic Treasury, Islamic Finance & Trade Finance
and Central Bank Reporting.
Abdallah Ahmed El Mokhtar
commented that “Our selection of iMAL goes beyond
Core banking solution. We
are a very ambitious start-up

bank poised to fulfill the financial needs of the Mauritanian community; becoming the most
accessible bank in Mauritania. As we have found out, Path Solutions is the right partner for
us to provide a technology roadmap which will assist our bank meet its growth objectives. In
addition to its renowned AAOIFI certification, Path Solutions has demonstrated a sound understanding of the Islamic banking processes and products and a commitment to ethical business
practices which will be instrumental while implementing BMS’s requirements and abiding by
the laws of the local regulatory and supervisory authorities”.

O

ver the last couple of years, Path Solutions was able to sustain growth momentum in
Africa despite economic volatility worldwide as well as intensive competition in the
industry. The impressive sales results are mainly driven by the company’s enhanced
brand building efforts and a clearly defined business strategy for geographic expansion into
new and high potential markets.
“Being chosen as BMS’s long-term technology partner is an exciting opportunity for us. As a
forward-looking bank, it has selectively chosen technology as a tool to provide the level of
value that the bank needs with a focus on performance and compliance”, said Mohammed
Kateeb.

“The event is historic because this is the 3rd Islamic bank in Mauritania to go for
iMAL solution. The capabilities we have and level of knowledge of our team continues to be one of our most important strengths and the reason why we are such
a successful company”, Kateeb affirmed.
Commenting on the performance of Path Solutions,
Kateeb stated in an interview with a local magazine,

“We continued to perform well and sustained growth momentum in 2012. By
boosting the awareness of our Islamic banking software solutions, Path Solutions
continued to achieve measurable progress in expanding in the African continent,
as well as deepening our penetration into high potential emerging markets such
as Mauritania, Sudan and Nigeria. We have successfully grasped market opportunities arising from the growing demand for Sharia-compliant software solutions. While most IT vendors are struggling to secure deals, we’re actually gaining
more market share than any other firm with increased sales activity and a very
strong pipeline going into the first quarter of 2013”.

Since its expansion in the African continent, Path Solutions has solidified its position working alongside progressive Islamic banks to provide cutting-edge software solutions and services to support complex business
needs. By winning BMS’s contract, Path Solutions is further strengthening its client portfolio which includes
two other Islamic banks in Mauritania, optimizing its global experience with local industry knowledge to
maintain its leadership position within the global Islamic financial services sector.

Path Solutions Selected
‘Best Islamic Technology Provider’
for 5th Consecutive Year with

Unprecedented Number of Votes
December 6, 2012 - Multi-award winning
Islamic banking software provider, Path Solutions today announced that for the 5th
consecutive year the readers of REDmoney’s
Islamic Finance news voted the company
‘Best Islamic Technology Provider’ in the
2012 IFN Awards Best Service Providers Poll.

Path Solutions has surpassed the
record set by Islamic Finance news
in 2005 for the most votes ever
received for an Islamic banking
software firm, resulting in a record
number of votes
in the poll’s eight-year history.

“It is a tremendous honor to know that our
commitment to shaping the dynamic scene
of the Islamic finance sector by delivering
cutting-edge Islamic banking software solutions is recognized through winning consecutive industry awards”, said Mohammed
Kateeb, Path Solutions’ Group Chairman &
CEO.
“This recognition demonstrates Path Solutions’ ability to consistently meet the stringent business climate requirements. It also
underscores Path Solutions’ leadership in
developing and delivering innovative, high
quality products with the highest standards

of excellence for the Islamic financial services
sector. We are so grateful for the trust placed
in us by all the people in our community. We
will continue to work very hard to uphold
their trust and confidence for many more
good years to come”, concluded Kateeb.
As it has in past years, Path Solutions clearly
dominates the Islamic financial services arena
garnering multiple awards and industry accolades. Being a leading technology provider
and business partner for many prestigious
Islamic financial institutions worldwide, Path
Solutions has continuously contributed with
its extensive experience in the field to drive
the industry forward.
The Islamic Finance news Awards honors
the best in the Islamic financial industry. It
is one of the most prestigious awards and
highly recognized by Islamic finance practitioners around the world. The poll, which
ran throughout the month of November, was
open to industry players across the globe.
Contestants in this category included 31
software vendors alike 3i Infotech, Temenos,
Oracle FSS, Infrasoft Technologies, SunGard,
Misys Banking Systems, Infosys Technologies, International Turnkey Systems, Delta
Informatique, Microlink Solutions, Silverlake
Axis, SAB and BML Istisharat.
According to Islamic Finance news latest issue dated December 5, 2012, Path Solutions

has emerged as ‘Best Islamic Technology Provider’ in a hard fought battle, as IT becomes an
increasingly essential aspect of the Islamic finance industry especially with the emergence of
more fully-fledged financial institutions; creating a need for total Shariah compliant solutions.
More detailed and comprehensive results will be published in the IFN Annual Guide in February 2013, along with the winners of the Best Islamic Banks Poll.
Winners will receive the awards during two Gala Awards Ceremonies taking place in February
2013. The first will take place on the evening of the 19th February in Kuala Lumpur Malaysia,
followed by Dubai, UAE on the 25th February.

Islamic banking
software firm
Path Solutions
marks 20th
anniversary with
a great year
reporting further
progress in
market share

December 6, 2012 - Kuwait Islamic banking
software group Path Solutions confirmed
its target to double its customer base by
2015, as the company continues to win
market share globally, its Chairman & CEO
confirmed on Monday.

“We have a very firm commitment
to capitalizing on great
opportunities to develop and
grow the business even further”
said Mohammed Kateeb, Path Solutions’
Group Chairman & CEO.
According to Kateeb, Path Solutions turned
in another strong performance in 2012.

“Our results this year clearly
demonstrate the resilience of our
unique product line for the Islamic
finance sector as we strengthen
our profitability and balance sheet
while continuing to grow market
share around the world”.
Despite the challenging economic environment, the negative impact on the global
banking industry, Path Solutions has resumed
growth with ten new deals in 2012, excluding
the renewed and up sold clients’ contracts.

Moreover, Path Solutions is announcing the successful Go Live of Banque Populaire de Mauritanie in an unprecedented record time of one month. BPM - which is 100 percent owned by
Groupe Mauritanie Leasing - has started its Core banking system implementation project with
Path Solutions only last month with an ambitious Go Live date. The scope has covered the Core
banking including Accounting & Financial Control operations along with Branch Automation
transactions.
By the rollout of the new Core banking system, BPM is taking a giant leap forward in achieving
operational excellence and maximizing its ROI. BPM is the second user to be live on iMAL in
Mauritania following the successful Go Live of Banque Islamique de Mauritanie. This Go Live
is a new record in the Core banking implementations; it’s been achieved in less than a month
time.
Now that the Royal Decree for Islamic Banking (No 69/2012) has been passed and published
in the Sultanate of Oman, Path Solutions will soon be announcing the roll-out of its next-generation iMAL solution in Ahli United Bank, BankDhofar, Bank Sohar and Bank Nizwa. The latter
is planning for the public launch and the exact date of the launch is yet to be decided. Oman’s
first standalone Islamic bank, Bank Nizwa has selected Path Solutions in March 2012 following a rigorous bidding process. Path Solutions has beaten other major contenders in all four
contracts; among shortlisted ones were International Turnkey Systems (ITS), Temenos, Misys
Banking Systems & Infosys Technologies. The first AAOIFI-certified IT firm has proved it’s worth
a giant of the industry and has shown that know-how coupled with professionalism and true
Islamic software solutions is a winning combination.
On the other hand, Burj Bank, Path Solutions’ fourth bank in Pakistan is due to Go Live with
iMAL in January of 2013 replacing SunGard’s Ambit Core banking system, followed by Kurdistan International Bank For Investment & Development (KIB) in February of the same year. Burj
Bank is currently the fastest growing Islamic bank in Pakistan with 50 branches throughout the
country and plans to expand to over 300 branches in the next five years, while KIB is the largest retail and investment bank in Kurdistan, Iraq with several subsidiaries across the country.
The continued progress toward meeting milestones shows Path Solutions’ total market domination as global technology leader and business partner for many prestigious Islamic banks
worldwide.

“

said Mohammed Kateeb.

Despite a shaky economic environment with market conditions becoming ever more challenging, we have a lot of
momentum with a strong pipeline going into the next year.

“

“
“

We have reason to be confident about our prospects

Mauritania’ssecond Islamic bank
signs for Path Solutions’ iMAL

November 28, 2012 – Path Solutions, the global provider of Islamic banking software, today
announces that Banque Populaire de Mauritanie (“BPM”) has selected Path Solutions’ next
generation iMAL as its Islamic Core Banking Solution to compete both functionally and technically on the national and international level.
The Banque Populaire de Mauritanie is 100 percent owned by Groupe Mauritanie Leasing, one
of Mauritania’s largest financial services groups. After it had met all necessary conditions and
requirements, the Group has received approval from the Central Bank of Mauritania to open
the second Islamic bank in the country.
“We want to diversify our activities and
conduct banking operations in conformity
with Islamic law, a fairer way to bank. We
are committed to provide a genuine alternative to conventional banks, to do away
with disparity and build socio-economic
infrastructure in Mauritania”, commented
Limam Ould Ebnou, AGM of Groupe Mauritanie Leasing. “The newly established
bank will service the specific credit needs
of small and medium enterprises (SMEs) as
well as private customers”, Mr. Ebnou said.
After lengthy and thorough bid evaluation processes, the Executive team at the Group completed their evaluation of the shortlisted international vendors that included Temenos, Oracle
FSS, Delta Informatique and SAB and selected Path Solutions’ iMAL as the best solution that
could provide them with guaranteed compliance with AAOIFI standards, and with the level of
automation and Straight-Through-Processing (STP) they required.
Mohammed Kateeb, Path Solutions’ Group Chairman & CEO commented, “We are confident
that iMAL is the most comprehensive Sharia-compliant banking solution available in the market that could satisfy BPM’s needs. BPM used a consultancy firm to do the evaluation process
and our final ranking prior to the decision being made was much higher than our second challenger. Path Solutions was able to offer a proven, functionally rich and highly scalable solution
that would allow BPM to meet its growth objectives”.
The economy in Mauritania has grown significantly since 2010 and this is set to continue until
2013, mainly due to investments in mining, government capital spending and a buoyant manufacturing sector. Furthermore, recently-found oil reserves led Mauritania’s economic expansion. The financial sector in Mauritania comprises the Central Bank of Mauritania (BCM), ten
commercial banks; eight insurance firms; two financial institutions specialized in agriculture
and fisheries; 67 microfinance institutions and 2 Islamic banks authorized at the present time;
as well as a leasing company. Mauritania’s banking sector dominates the financial system, with
88% of the sector’s assets held by commercial banks. At the same time, bank loans and deposits represent less than 20% of GDP.

October 31, 2012 – Path Solutions, a leading software house specialized in the provision of
integrated solutions and services to the Islamic financial marketplace, announces that it is celebrating its 20th anniversary in business. Founded in 1992 Path Solutions has built its reputation on innovation and trust, and is known for developing and delivering cutting-edge banking
technologies for the Islamic financial services sector. With a customer-base spanning the Gulf
region, Middle East, Europe, Asia Pacific and Africa, Path Solutions is growing quickly and is
poised to significantly increase its market share.
“Today we celebrate Path Solutions proud past, successful present and promising future. As
we commemorate this day, we pay tribute to our company’s Founder and first Chairman, the
late Yousef Al Sager, God bless his soul, in recognition of his invaluable contributions throughout the journey”, said Mohammed Kateeb, Path Solutions’ Group Chairman & CEO. And he
added, “We are thrilled to share this wonderful milestone with our loyal clients and strategic
partners who have supported us since our opening on October 25th, 1992 and who have
largely contributed to our success and growth. We view Path Solutions’ 20th anniversary as a
perfect opportunity to express our deepest gratitude for their continuous loyalty and trust”.

Path Solutions’
20th Anniversary
Commemorating
Founder’s Day

Kateeb continued saying, “In a challenging and competitive market, twenty years of operations represent an outstanding achievement, which can be attributed to the dedication and
commitment of our team as well. All of our people work tirelessly to ensure our valued clients
receive the very highest standards of service at all times. Now, more than ever before there is
the need to continuously enhance our product line and improve our services to ensure that we
remain competitive, and meet our clients’ needs. With the current aggressive growth in the
Islamic finance sector, we look forward to another twenty years of success, developing exciting
solutions using cutting-edge technologies for our clients”.
The 20th anniversary celebrations have taken place on the week of 21st of October at Kuwait,
Lebanon, Egypt, Bahrain, Pakistan, Malaysia, UK and other Path Solutions’ offices throughout
the world.

About Path Solutions
Kuwait-based Path Solutions is a global technology
services firm. The company provides end-to-end
innovative software solutions for the Islamic banking and financial services industry segment.
Path Solutions differentiates itself through its
AAOIFI-certified software solutions and its strong
implementation track record. Gartner places Path
Solutions in its ‘Market Trends’ 2011 report at the
forefront as the first IT service provider for the Islamic banking industry in regulatory compliance
and technology flexibility and with a solid expertise in a number of system replacements.
Path Solutions has over 83 clients globally. Of the
total, 44% of its client base is within GCC, 18% in
Africa, 17% in the Middle East, 16% in Asia Pacific
and about 5% in Europe.

Path
Solu
tions
has
been
app
rai
sed
at
CMMI
ML 3

September 4, 2012 - Path Solutions Kuwait announced
today that it has been rated at CMMI®-Maturity Level
3. Path Solutions is a premier IT solutions provider in
the Middle East with a strong focus on providing Islamic banking software solutions. The CMMI is the unique
choice for process improvement and benchmark ratings
for software and services organizations worldwide.
“We are very excited about this milestone. Earning the
CMMI Level 3 rating is an important recognition for Path
Solutions. This achievement further validates Path Solutions as the leader in providing information technology
solutions, focused on proactive management and continuous improvement across all operating units” said Mohammed Kateeb, Group Chairman & CEO of Path Solutions.
The CMMI for DEV v1.3 assessment was led by Kris Puthucode, leading SEI - Carnegie Mellon, Certified High Maturity Lead Appraiser of The Software Quality Center (SQC).
Commenting on the achievement, Kris said “Path Solutions is one of the few organizations with a strong motivation to achieve excellence in quality. The uniqueness
of this achievement is that quality movement has percolated down throughout the employees in the organization, making it very effective. This reinforces that process

improvement and CMMI programs based improvement
can be all-pervasive ultimately ensuring consistency and
standardization in processes”,
added Kris.
This achievement is a significant one since it makes Path
Solutions join an elite brand
of fewer than 800 organizations worldwide that have
achieved CMMI-DEV, V1.3
Maturity Level 3. Path has
also been using the latest About Software Engineering Institute (SEI)
CMMI v1.3 model, which has
The SEI is a federally funded research and development cenbeen recently released.
ter conducting software engineering research in acquisition,
With over 1M software or- architecture and product lines, process improvement and
ganizations worldwide, it is performance measurement, security, and system of systems
still a “small crowd” that has and dependability. The SEI is part of and operated by Carnachieved CMMI ratings. Path egie Mellon University, a top- rated university for computer
is also one of the two compa- science and robotics.
nies in Kuwait to achieve this
benchmark and fewer couple About SQC
of dozen companies in the
Software Quality Center (SQC) provides IT Services in the arMiddle East region.
eas of Software Quality Assurance (SQA) & Process Improvement, Proposal and Bid Management, Business Development
Process Improvement and Knowledge Process Outsourcing
(KPO) services to organizations across a wide range of industries for enhanced competitiveness through a mix of people,
process and technology.
SQC is the “FIRST” Organization in the World that has helped
implementation and performed a Level 5 CMM-I Assessment
including all four components of the CMMI Model i.e. Software, Systems, Integrated
Product Development and
Supplier Sourcing way back in
2003 when CMMI was developed.
Since then SQC has consulted
and facilitated process improvement and performed
over 70+ formal SEI Authorized CMMI Appraisals many
at high maturity levels, across
the United States, Europe
and Asia.

Path Solutions, MenaITech
partner to build web-based
Human Resources
Management System

A

ugust 30, 2012 - Path Solutions, the market-leading provider of software solutions
to the Islamic finance industry, has entered into a strategic partnership agreement
with MenaITech, the regional company specialized in building and deploying human
resources applications, to develop and provide a web-based Human Resources Management
System to Islamic banks and financial institutions.
The program aims at building a comprehensive, unified platform that streamlines and automates the core functions of an Islamic financial institution’s HR department and links it to the
establishment’s other sections, including the financial and employee relations departments,
to speed internal operations.

“

In his comment, Path Solutions’ Group Chairman & CEO, Mohammed Kateeb, welcomed the
partnership with MenaITech, saying:

This partnership further solidifies our commitment
to ensuring the delivery of value-added services
to customers while providing them
with a robust, end-to-end experience.

”
“

With MenaITech HR systems, banks can achieve
the goals of increased employee productivity,
effective tracking and control of human resources,
controlled HR costs, and overall employee satisfaction
Kateeb added, noting that the system seeks to serve as an online portal for employees who
can use the self service application and take advantage of a wide range of features, such as
viewing salary slips, applying for annual and sick leaves, and managing leaves of absence, thus
eliminating the need for employees to show up at the HR department for such matters.

”

For his part, MenaITech’s CEO, Bashar Al Hawamdeh, said: “We are proud to partner with Path
Solutions, a pillar in Islamic and investment software solutions. Through this partnership, we
will integrate our sophisticated Human Resources Management System with Path Solutions’
iMAL, helping clients to streamline employee information management processes without using multiple systems”.
Furthermore, Al Hawamdeh highlighted the role of the application in reducing operational
costs, increasing employee competitive abilities, fostering productivity, and improving quality
of work.
It is worth mentioning that MenaITech offers a wide range of applications including: The human
resources information management system, the payroll and personnel solution, the employee
and manager self service solution, the employee 360 degree feedback evaluation software,
the comprehensive HR consolidation and analysis module, in addition to the revolutionary cell
phone notification service.

About MenaITech
Founded in Jordan in 2003, MenaITech develops and provides Human Capital Information Systems
(HCIS) for public and private organizations. MenaITech’s products include the human resources information management system MenaHR®, the payroll & personnel solution MenaPay®, the employee
& manager self service solution MenaME®, the employee 360 degree feedback evaluation software
Mena360®, the comprehensive HR consolidation and analysis module MenaExplorer®, in addition to
the revolutionary cell phone notification service MenaSMS®.
MenaITech also provides services related to product implementation, hosting, training, and support.
The company serves customers in Bahrain, Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Morocco,
Oman, Palestine, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Syria, the United Arab Emirates and Yemen.

New Group Email
Communicating with our valued clients is of significant importance to us. We value our relationships with them and aim to stay connected with new product announcements, marketrelated requirements and industry trends.
Our clients’ feedback on surveys and conference call requests will help us provide products
best matching their expectations.
In order to maintain effective client relationships, we have created an email address to be used
for surveys sent by the Product Management department to Path Solutions’ clients.
Path Solutions’ Product Management Group Email Address is the following: PathSolutionsProductManagement@path-solutions.com
It is highly appreciated if you kindly look out for emails coming from the above address and
provide your feedback.

Path Solutions successfully participated
in the Islamic Banking Summit Africa

November 12, 2012 – Path Solutions, a worldwide provider of Islamic banking software took part
as Silver Strategic Partner of the Islamic Banking Summit Africa (IBSA) 2012 which was held on 6&7
November at Djibouti Palace Kempinski in Djibouti.
The two-day event presided by H.E. Ismaïl Omar Guelleh, President of the Republic of Djibouti,
Head of Government and held under the official support of the Central Bank of Djibouti, brought
more than 200 industry leaders who engaged in critical discussions that focused on ‘capturing the
Africa opportunity in Islamic finance’. The opening keynote session featured Khaled Mohammed
Al-Aboodi, Chief Executive Officer and General Manager of the Islamic Corporation for the Development of the Private Sector, the private sector arm of the Islamic Development Bank Group (IDB),
Saudi Arabia.
Path Solutions’ participation was also in the form of a presentation on ‘AAOIFI-Certified Technologies to Support the Growth of Islamic Finance’ given by Rosie Kmeid, Global Head - Corporate Communications & Marketing at Path Solutions.
Speaking on the occasion, Mrs. Kmeid said that the number of people in Africa has passed the one
billion mark and 50% of the continent’s citizens are Muslims and the majority of them remain unbanked. The banking penetration stands at 60% in urban areas and less that 20% in the rural areas.
This indicates a promising future for Islamic finance in Africa.
She added that the number of new Islamic banks, conventional banks transforming into Islamic and
financial institutions opening Islamic windows in Africa is climbing year after year and Path Solutions
is increasingly advancing its AAOIFI-certified technologies to respond to their aggressive plans for
growth.
During the summit, Path Solutions has succeeded to increase brand awareness and establish
a profound knowledge of its Sharia-compliant
software solutions among domestic and foreign
professionals. The company’s iMAL, being the
first AAOIFI-certified banking system, revealed
a great success among participants who visited
Path Solutions’ booth alongside the summit.
Successful live demonstrations were presented
to a selected crowd who was eager to know
more about Path Solutions’ Islamic banking
software.

Path Solutions is Bronze
Sponsor at the MIIFF 2012
November 6, 2012 – Multi-award winning solutions provider, Path Solutions participated in the first
Muscat International Islamic Financial Forum (MIIFF 2012) on November 4 & 5 attended by senior
industry figures, global investors, Takaful operators, as well as top Sharia scholars from across the
globe.
Inaugurated by His Highness Sayyid Assad bin Tareq al Said at Al Bustan Palace, Ritz-Carlton Hotel,
the forum brought to present and share the success stories of Islamic banking and finance, to discuss the opportunities and challenges of the Islamic finance industry and the issues faced by startup Islamic banks in Oman like asset-liability management, treasury and interbank money markets.
Path Solutions’ booth attracted many visitors of the financial community in Oman who showed a
strong interest in the newly launched banking software solutions.

The 4th WIRBC supported by Path Solutions
October 19, 2012 – The leading provider of software solutions and services to the Islamic financial services industry, Path Solutions has taken up the role of Technology Partner for the Annual World Islamic Retail Banking
Conference in its fourth edition held on 9th and 10th of
October at Habtoor Grand Beach Resort & SPA - Dubai.
Endorsed by Bahrain Association of Banks, International
Compliance Association and the Islamic Finance Council
UK, the conference attracted an audience of government
officials, scholars, senior bankers, and technology and
business leaders from across the Gulf and Middle East
region.
The two-day conference featured over 15 presentations,
four panel discussions and a networking reception.
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Path
Solutions
Lead
Corporate
Sponsor
of
the
6th
Azerbaijan
Microfinance
Conference

October 8, 2012 - Multi-award winning software provider,
Path Solutions has actively participated as
Corporate Sponsor of ‘6th Azerbaijan
Microfinance Conference’ held
at Monolit Plaza in Baku
on October 4 & 5 of 2012.
The 6th Azerbaijan Microfinance
Conference served as an ideal platform
for sharing ideas for the advancement of
the microfinance industry in Azerbaijan.
Organized by Azerbaijan Micro-Finance
Association (AMFA), the conference
brought together key Azerbaijan
microfinance practitioners,
downscaling commercial
banks, investors, and other
industry stakeholders to discuss
the most urgent problems of the local
microfinance sector.

During the conference,
Path Solutions has unveiled
iSHRAQ*Microfinance, the company’s
new solution for small financial
institutions to run their
mass retail services that
comprise microfinance
and community banking
at lower cost.
Successful live demonstrations
of iSHRAQ*Microfinance
solution were presented
to the distinguished guests.

Path Solutions
at the Banking
Te c h n o l o g y
Egypt Summit
October 4, 2012 - Islamic banking solutions
provider, Path Solutions participated as Exhibitor at Banking Technology Egypt Summit 2012
held from 30th September to 3rd October at
JW Marriott Cairo.
In strategic partnership with the Egyptian Banking Institute and under the auspices of H.E.
the Governor of the Central Bank of Egypt, Dr.

Farouk Abd El Baky El Okdah, the Banking Technology Egypt Summit brought together a number of financial practitioners and key decision
makers from Egypt and abroad.
The aim of the conference was to offer a unique
networking and knowledge sharing platform to
discuss how risk management, e-banking and
security are changing the face of banking in
Egypt.
Great interest from high quality specialist visitors was given to Path Solutions’ suite of software products which underline the achievement of Path Solutions and the importance of
exhibiting at this event. There were also participants from emerging African countries who
expressed initial interest in the various iSHRAQ
products for SMEs/financial institutions. These
are positive results, giving the considerable
number of new contacts and the opportunity
for new business, all of which rewards Path
Solutions’ commitment to the high quality of
technologies presented at the summit.

Path Solutions joins GIFF 2012
September 21, 2012 - Path Solutions, a worldwide provider of Islamic banking software took part as Technology Partner in the
Global Islamic Finance Forum (GIFF) 2012 which was held from the
18th till the 20th of September at the Sasana Kijang, Bank Negara
in KL, Malaysia and was themed ‘Internationalization of Islamic Finance: Bridging Economies’ in recognition of the tremendous international prospect surrounding the thriving Islamic finance industry.
Under the auspices of Bank Negara Malaysia and in association
with the Securities Commission Malaysia, Association of Islamic
Banking Institutions Malaysia (AIBIM), Islamic Banking and Finance
Institute Malaysia (IBFIM), Malaysian Takaful Association (MTA), International Shariah Research Academy for Islamic Finance (ISRA)
and Bursa Malaysia, the third GIFF was attended by financial industry practitioners, regulators, Sharia scholars and business communities from Asia Pacific to discuss the prospects for Islamic finance
in bridging economies and strengthening connectivity.
A series of side events were also carried out throughout GIFF 2012
and included exhibitions, networking sessions and private business
meetings.

Path Solutions
Dec. 2012 Events
Calendar
EVENT

DATE

LOCATION

ORGANIZER

PARTICIPATION

Annual Conference
on Islamic
Banking & Finance

3, 4 & 5
December

Kingdom of
Bahrain

AAOIFI & The
World Bank

Delegate

Delegate

Silver Strategic
Partner

8th World Islamic
Economic Forum

4 & 6 December

Malaysia

World Islamic
Economic Forum
Foundation

19th Annual World
Islamic Banking Conference

9,10 &11
December

Kingdom of
Bahrain

Mega Events
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